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This place seemed to be suppressed by a formation, so it was impossible to travel through the air,
and they could only rely on two legs to find someone.

It wasn't until the fourth day that the peace of this journey was broken when Lin
Hao and the others were stopped by three third-ranked late stage Illusionary Spirit Master Ancient

Gods!

"I am a servant boy under the sixth divine son of the Ancient God Clan! I don't
care what your relationship is with Goddess Ah Yao, in my eyes, you are a humble human, hand
over all your spirit cores to me and spare your life!" The one who was the leader of the three
Ancient God Race powerhouses pointed at Lin Hao's nose and shouted.

Lin Hao looked at the other man as if he was looking at a retard.

Lin Hao and the others had hunted those low level spirit beasts from the beginning
to the end, spirit beasts that hadn't even reached the level of a first class Illusionary Spirit Master,
their spirit wisdom hadn't even opened, so where did they get the spirit cores.

The key you put aside to spell power? It's also really funny to see a little divine

son servant boy.



"Big boss, these few people are not right, the smell on them makes people so

disgusted." Xiong Er looked at those three people across the room with a face full of disgust.

Lin Ruoshi was the same, wrinkling her little nose and looking at them in a way

that polluted her eyes.

Not only did they feel it, Lin Hao's feeling was even more intuitive, the Yin Qi on
these few people was a bit heavy, the smell of that Yin Qi was naturally displeasing to living

beings, but the other party didn't feel the same at all.

"We don't have spirit nuclei, the ones we hunt are all spirit beasts without spirit
nuclei to." Lin Hao also didn't want to cause trouble and didn't have the intention to dwell with the
other party.

Something was not right here, one had to hurry and find one of their own, this was
the trial secret realm of the Ascension Island, but surprisingly there was a Yin Qi, had the

Underworld Ancient Clan also infiltrated, or was there something odd about this secret realm,
whichever it was, the problem was not small.

"Bullshit, do you takeme for a three-year-old child?" Lin En, the Sixth Divine Son
Servant Boy, had a displeased look on his face and didn't believe Lin Hao's words at all: "Hand
over the spirit core obediently, otherwise, I have ways to make your life worse than death by
handing over the spirit core!"

Roar!



Two roars rang out, the two Ancient God Clan powerhouses beside Lin En, roared
in anger, huge spirit beast silhouettes appeared on their bodies, two one-horned rhinoceroses,
while they also had one-horns growing on their heads, a roar of rage formed a rolling wave of

sound that swept over, the surrounding tree trunks trembled violently, countless fallen leaves fell
down.

The forest? er yi lu serve pick xi lu lu? Lin Hao did not look for trouble, but
trouble was not willing to let him go ah, Lin Hao said softly to Xiong Er, "Be gentle."

"You seek death! Kill him for me!" Lin En waved his hand in anger, Lin Hao's
softly spoken words made Lin En feel a great insult.

He had seen Lin Hao's ring bout, he should only be comparable to a third grade

Illusionary Spirit Master strength, but the three of them were all late stage Illusionary Spirit Master

powerhouses, and the other party didn't even put him in his eyes!

"Don't worry, it's just a broken leg at most!" The second bear paw hammered his

chest and let out a roar, his body suddenly grew bigger, electricity flowing around him, licking
his lips and looking at one of Lin En's men, "I wonder how rhino meat tastes, I haven't eaten it
yet."

The young man with the rhinoceros avatar was furious, this summoned creature

had defied him, he was simply looking for death!

With a furious shout, that youth brutalized the way the bull charged and charged

directly at Xiong Er with a delicate shout.



Xiong Er stomped hard on the ground, his qi sank into his dantian, his left hand
choked the rhinoceros's neck, his right hand grabbed the rhinoceros's horn, his body leaned
forward violently, his feet couldn't stop stomping his legs backwards, both sides engaged in the

most brutal and primitive jousting!

As for the other two, Bear Two had no intention of paying any attention to them, he
knew best what strength the big boss had.

Lin En let out a hawk's cry, his beak turned into a bird's beak, and a pair of wings
sprouted from his back, the wings emitting a faint golden light, the aura of a third-ranking late
stage Illusionary Spirit Master showing through.

"Plunder the air! Instant Kill!" Lin En swooped down, streaks of shadow appearing

around him, while an ear-piercing sonic boom sounded and a curtain of light formed around him,
just like the sight of a fighter jet breaking through the sound barrier.

Breaking through the sound barrier in a flash, that's really fast!

Lin Hao flung his hand and sent Lin Ruo Shi away into the distance, Lin Ruo Shi
didn't stay idle either, taking out the Thunder Meteor from inside the small frog bag and began to

set up the formation.
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Lin Hao poked out his right hand, sword qi coalescing in his hand.



Lin very wings were the sharpest weapons, the hard as iron wings clanked against
Lin Hao's sword qi, colliding with flashes of sparks, the attacks of Lin En's wings were stopped
by Lin Hao's sword light, but the feathers on those wings, sharp as swords, came off and
contained a rich aura, like concealed weapons constantly attacking Lin Hao's vital locations.

"Roar! Give me death!" The other remaining youth, with a brute bull charge,
topped by a rhinoceros shadow, ran towards Lin Hao, intent on knocking him out!

Lin Hao dodged and retreated, his left hand behind him, his right hand waving his
sword Qi, holding the sword in one hand and pulling out a sword flower, the sword light glittering
with silver and blue light, bright as a firework, full of beauty.

Two against one, still throwing one hand, still at ease, not even using his divine
mind!

The more Lin En fought the more his heart sank, damn it, no wonder basically
hundreds of people knew these days that Lin Hao had a huge amount of spirit cores, yet no one
dared to hit him, why was this guy so strong in battle when his realm was so low?

"Roc Spreading Wings!" Lin En opened his wings haughtily and golden light

suddenly blossomed.

Snap!



Lin Hao was holding back his big move when he was suddenly dazed by Lin Hao
dodging over and slapping him.

"Who taught you to be so middle-aged? You have to shout the name of your big

move before every move, don't people think you're flat A if you don't shout?" Lin Hao directly
interrupted Lin En's big move and kicked him away.

Lin En was sent flying by Lin Hao's terrifyingly powerful kick, spurting out a
mouthful of blood, Lin En was cursing in his heart: you're so damn reasonable, if I don't shout,
you won't know and my big move won't be interrupted by you!

"Young Master Lin En! Let me take revenge for you!" That vacant one of Lin En's
lapdogs shouted, and the dog, eager to protect, similarly used his great move and roared loudly,
"Tarzan Brute Charge!"

After the roar the doggy was also stunned, just now the boss had suffered a loss at

this, why did he follow Fan Er?

Luckily, his attack had already formed, a huge rhinoceros, filled with the force of
a thousand pounds brutally rushed over, turning into a huge green-grey stigma.

Lin Hao quickly dodged to avoid it, but the opponent seemed to have a direct

lock-on feature, and his speed was getting faster and faster, so Lin Hao couldn't even avoid it!

A sword intent barrier? Closed steak love zero Yi Di Yi Fu?



Lin Hao fused the sword intent of the second style of the Seven Killings Divine
Sword Duel with the third style of the Sword Domain Divine Movement to create a new move, the
Sword Intent Barrier!

The extreme sword intent formed around Lin Hao, constructing an impenetrable
barrier, the extreme sword intent destroyed everything, and the barrier formed by the extreme

sword intent was able to greatly diminish the power of the enemy's attack!

Dang!

Lin Hao's body trembled around him as the barriers shattered, bursting back
several steps in quick succession, and the moment the spatial barriers were shattered by the

impact, the extreme sword intent contained within the barriers exploded out, violently lifting Lin
En's dogleg off the ground!

The sword intent stirred, and the path of sword qi cut the dog-leg's body to the
point where it was dripping with blood, and if his defence had not been strong enough, he would
have perished on the spot.

"You don't speak of martial virtue! You're obviously as strong as me, but you're
using underhanded tricks, eh ah!" Lin En's doggy was so angry with Lin Hao that his head lolled
and his hard breath passed.

He couldn't figure out how Lin Hao was obviously stronger than him, so why did
he use such underhanded tricks to backstab him?



Actually, it really wasn't, the sword intent barrier Lin Hao had condensed was

originally constructed from extreme sword intent, the moment the barrier shattered, the extreme
sword intent that had condensed the barrier was released, causing a terrifying killing blow, it was
naturally normal!

"Lin Hao, I'll take this revenge down, you're dead!" Lin En gritted his teeth,
dropped his vicious words and ran.

Swoosh!

A golden sword light came from the void, cutting through the heavens and
shattering space to descend from the sky!

The young man who had confronted Xiong Er was the first to be hit, he saw that

Lin En had run away, he wanted to run too, but he was held back by Xiong Er, he couldn't get
away, and was directly hit by this sudden golden sword qi!
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"Lin Hao you Lai Lai a leg ah ......"

Lin En saw the chasing sword qi and cursed angrily as he ran, his heart was
remorseful, who should he mess with, why should he mess with this killing god?



The flying Lin En was also hit through the heart by the golden sword light and
kept his inertia throwing him forward a dozen meters before he fell heavily to the ground.

"Xuan Yuan Sword!" Lin Hao was overjoyed, it was none other than his own Xuan
Yuan Sword.

However, the next moment Lin Hao's face turned extremely ugly, no, this was the
Xuan Yuan Sword, but this Xuan Yuan Sword was emitting an extremely strange aura, and it

started to become more and more powerful, at the same time Lin Hao was also greatly alarmed,
the Xuan Yuan Sword as the eye of the Two Realms Abyss formation, the Xuan Yuan Sword
appeared here, wouldn't that mean that the Two Realms Abyss seal was lifted with it!

Amidst the golden light, Lin Hao saw a picture that shocked him to the point of

breathlessness!

In the image, an immortal palace, a hundred times more magnificent than the

deity of A Yao's manifestation, sat atop a seven-coloured auspicious cloud, the immortal palace

was connected by a rainbow bridge, the golden light shone against the haze, the immortal palace

had divine dragons circling at its entrance, and they were alive!

Immortal cranes and immortal beasts can be seen everywhere, and in the middle
of the immortal palace, figures emerge, including delicate fairy girls and old immortals with

immortal bones.

Before the immortal palace, a magnificent man dressed in a golden dragon robe

stood proudly in the void with his sword in one hand.



This man was none other than the owner of the Xuan Yuan Sword, the Yellow
Emperor!

"Immortals stroking my top, tying their hair and receiving long life, hahahaha,
ridiculous ridiculous! A bunch of selfish, self-serving, ageless monsters who have lost their
humanity." The Yellow Emperor laughed loudly, laughing with rampant disdain.

The Yellow Emperor's words provoked those immortals from the Immortal Palace

to curse angrily.

The Yellow Emperor held? Pao Er Ai Di Yi Yi Er Dye? Holding the Xuan Yuan

sword, he flung his hand towards the middle of the Immortal Palace and slashed his sword, a
golden and stunning sword qi that tore through the heavens.

The Yellow Emperor's domineering voice resounded through heaven and earth,
shaking the soul: "Execute the sword to cut down all immortals, heaven and earth no longer

immortal!" Immortals and immortal maidens, incomparably horrified by this earth-shattering
sword, threw out their own magic treasures in a panic to stop it.

However, wherever the sword struck, space shattered and the sword had become

unstoppable!

The coiled dragons circling the pillar let out a mournful wail, and the immortal

cranes crashed from high in the sky under the terrifying pressure.



Various immortal magic treasures that glittered with multicoloured light were cut
down by the devastating sword, which cut all the way from the Southern Immortal Gate to the

core of the Immortal Palace.

A pair of large hands tore through space and suddenly appeared, gripping that
terrifying sword energy in one hand!

Yet at that moment, all the people of the Immortal Palace let out a thunderous

cheer, the Immortal King had struck!

Unfortunately, the appalling sword qi, only slowing down slightly, did not linger,
directly severing the fingers of this huge hand, the sword power soared again, splitting the
Immortal Palace in two in one stroke, the Immortal fell on the spot as the powerful qi escaped,
powerless to resist!

"Why are you doing this! This is not the path to immortality you seek, why are
you cutting this off! I'm not willing to do it!"

"Hahahaha, you can't cut off the immortal destiny after all, I'll be back!"

A mournful roar came from the immortal palace, filled with a strong sense of

resignation, only for its voice to grow weaker and weaker, eventually slowly dissipating.



In the past, the immortal palace, surrounded by haze, connected by rainbow

bridges, supported by colourful clouds and fluttering immortal cranes, had now become a

desolate ruin, with the colours surrounding the palace rapidly dissipating and the haze falling into
the earth below.

The Immortal Palace was no longer as majestic as it used to be, leaving only the
ancient ruined walls suspended in the sky.

"Come back? I'm afraid you won't be able to come back! If I can cut off your
immortal destiny once, I can cut it off a second time. I will transform into a sword spirit and use

the Xuan Yuan Sword as a medium to watch over this world for eternity. Before the ruined walls

of the Immortal Palace, the magnificent golden-robed man stood in the void, his voice like a bell,
and he made a grand statement to all things in heaven and earth, to the heavens and the earth!

Since then, there will be no more Immortals in the world, and no more Way of

Eternal Life, and the Qi of all living creatures that was sucked by the Immortal Palace will be

returned to all living creatures.
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The tribes of the earth have developed spectacularly, rising rapidly to form civilised nations, but
with no one able to cultivate to become immortal, life expectancy eventually becomes extremely
limited.

"Daddy, Xiao Shi? Lu Fu Ai Yi Yi dyed Wu Zero? It hurts, you wake up quickly."

Lin Ruoshi's voice abruptly rang out in Lin Hao's mind.



Lin Hao was watching this scene obsessively, looking at that to the magnificent
figure, fell into infinite fascination, this one sword immortal palace split in two, others are just a
sword to open the heavenly gate, while his one sword split immortal palace, cut all the immortals

in the world, too terrifying!

Lin Ruo Shi's voice rang out, also causing Lin Hao to jolt awake, detaching from
the image from the ancient era, baring a warm and sticky liquid dripping down on Lin Hao's face,
the rich smell of blood reached Lin Hao's nose.

Lin Hao was shocked, what was going on?

"Damn it, Xuanyuan Jian what are you doing!" Lin Hao's heart was dripping blood
when he saw this scene in front of him, that Regulus Sword was actually slashing down on his

head, about to split him in two like that magnificent Immortal Palace, when Lin Ruoshi leapt up
and rode on Lin Hao's neck, reaching out her tender little hand and holding that Regulus Sword

hard.

The warm liquid that dripped onto Lin Hao's face was none other than Lin
Ruoshi's blood. Her tender hands were already dripping with blood, and the intense pain made

Lin Ruoshi's pretty face pale and tears kept dripping down, yet she still pursed her lips and gritted
her teeth, holding on with deadly strength, and kept calling out to Lin Hao.

"Xiao shi, let go quickly." Lin Hao was anxious, and when Xiao shi let go, Lin Hao
dragged Lin Ruoshi down and protected her in his arms, dodged and burst back, and a constant
source of spiritual qi containing a rich life aura poured into Lin Ruoshi's body.



Lin Hao did not have time to comfort his daughter and handed her over to Xiong
Er to protect her, Lin Hao's aura condensed into his sword, and his sword Qi, flickering with
thunder, was held in his hand and attacked Xuan Yuan Sword head-on.

For the moment Lin Hao dodged, the Xuan Yuan sword saw that Lin Hao was not

dead and slashed over again, its sword Qi sweeping across, the golden curved moon shaped

sword Qi coming towards Lin Hao.

If he was hit, it would have split his body in two.

Lin Hao fiercely flung his sword upwards, flinging out a vertical, moon-shaped
silver sword Qi that contained the power of overbearing thunder.

Boom!

The two sword qi intertwined and collided together, just in the shape of a cross,
the two sword qi collided and exploded with a shocking might, the surrounding sky-high ancient
trees were affected by the power wave, the tree trunks poofed, as fragile as tofu, destroying and
crumbling into wood chips, several ancient trees collapsed with a violent boom.

The Xuan Yuan sword attacked again, with a fierce shake was a flickering sword

flower, the sword flower separated and formed several sharp sword qi, attacking towards Lin Hao,
attacking from all sides, directly blocking Lin Hao's surroundings.



Lin Hao frowned, how did this Xuanyuan sword feel like it was controlled by a

pair of large invisible hands, and the stances were so familiar, how was this quite similar to Sword

Intent Vertical?

Sure enough, in the next moment, the monstrous sword intent erupted, the sword
intent formed blades that tore everything apart, leaving countless hideous wounds on Lin Hao's
strong physique in a flash, blood staining Lin Hao red, his clothes hanging on his body like strips
of cloth.

Lin Hao hastily constructed a sword domain around his body with his sword
intent, quickly dodging out of the way to avoid being affected by his opponent's attack.

Lin Ruo Shi held back the pain and wiped her tears, her bright eyes full of worry,
but she didn't dare to speak up and interrupt for fear that it would affect Lin Hao's play.

"What the hell do you want!" Lin Hao's face was ugly as the two sides fought
frantically between the trees, exchanging dozens of moves in a flash of lightning.

As the battle continued, Lin Hao's injuries became more and more serious, but the
Xuan Yuan sword seemed to be tireless, slashing at Lin Hao's body like crazy.

There was an endless clanging sound, sparks flying everywhere and energy

sweeping around.
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This is to dislike him to death, Lin Hao is also furious, that is his sword, how dare it devour its

master, it's simply against him!

Buzz!

The aura of a deity swept out, and the terrifying killing aura caused all the living

beings or powerful people within the entire area of Yun Meng Ze to tremble with fear.

Gods, the breath of gods!

The weaker beings were threatened with death and prostrated themselves in fear in
the direction of Lin Hao's location, instinctively showing their submission.

On top of the black clouds at the top of the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr, two
black-robed men were surrounded by a dense black Qi, the leader was none other than Judge
Red Umbrella, who looked at Lin Hao within the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr and couldn't help but
raise his eyebrows, "No wonder that old fish head wanted to find him so badly, so he's the son of
heaven's destiny, huh, with such a low realm and even more worthless strength, to think that he
has already inscribed himself as a deity. "

The Red Umbrella Judge, the mastermind of this Yun Meng Ze conspiracy, a red
umbrella in his hand to break life and death.

"What a pity, what a pity."



"Red Umbrella Judge, what is the pity?" The black-robed man next to him asked

in a hoarse, low voice, but staggered a body position away from the Red Umbrella Judge and

stood respectfully behind him.

"It's a pity that the Xuan Yuan Sword has been targeted, the Xuan Yuan Sword is

an ancient immortal cutting sword, think of that madman back then, a single sword cut through

the immortal palace, decimating all immortals, no immortal has ever dared to set foot in the

divine state again, but now, this immortal cutting sword has even come here." The smile on the
Red Umbrella Judge's face was full of playfulness.

The black-robed man next to him withdrew the black mist from his face,
revealing his original face, and if Lin Hao were here, he would have been able to recognise him.

The current head of the Long Family, Long Kai Tian!

Long Kai Tian was extremely different, how did this Red Umbrella Judge know

about the Divine Lands? The divine Land, wasn't that the Earth!

And wasn't this Xuan Yuan sword the sword of the Yellow Emperor?

Who was the madman who killed ten thousand immortals with his sword?



Could it be that the ancient tribe of the River Styx was actually an immortal
bloodline that had escaped from the Immortal Palace in God's Land?

Long Kai Tian looked towards the Xuan Yuan Sword that was in fierce battle with
Lin Hao, his eyes filled with endless longing, if he could control this immortal-slashing sword,
who else would he fear?

Now he could already completely ignore Lin Hao, killing him would only be a

matter of minutes, but, in his opinion, Lin Hao was no longer worthy of being his opponent, he
wanted to cut down the Immortal!

"Long Kai Tian, prepare for action, take advantage of his weakness to bring him
back along with the Xuan Yuan Immortal Beheading Sword." The Red Umbrella Magistrate spoke

in an icy voice.

Long Kai Tian's brows furrowed up in utter confusion, "Magistrate Red Umbrella,
since the Xuan Yuan Sword is already here, what else do you need him for? Just kill him directly

and take the Xuan Yuan Sword away."

Poof!

As soon as Long Kai Tian's words left his mouth, a mouthful of blood as black as
ink spurted out, and his whole body fell limp on top of the black cloud as if he had been hit hard.
Long Kai Tian's face was horrified, and he hurriedly fell to the ground and begged for forgiveness,
"I know I am wrong, I know I am wrong, please forgive me, Judge Red Umbrella, I will go and
do as you said."



"Get lost." Magistrate Red Umbrella coldly flung his sleeves and his form quietly

dissipated.

After seeing Judge Red Umbrella leave, Long Kai Tian stood up weakly, his eyes
filled with endless hatred, his face fierce:When I obtain the Xuan Yuan Sword, Lin Hao, and all of
you, will all die! No one under the heavens can enslave me, Long Kai Tian!

Long Kai Tian's surrounding aura exploded, his terrifying aura gradually climbed,
and it seemed that with the help of the Underworld Ancient Clan, Long Kai Tian's strength had
actually broken through to the realm of a fourth grade late stage Illusionary Spirit Master!

...? Love Sisi steak zero whisk love zero? ...

In the middle of the jungle of Yun Meng Ze, Lin Hao controlled the giant sword of
the gods and waged a shocking battle with Xuanyuan Jian, the commotion here attracted many

strong people to come, there were spirit beasts and strong people from the Ancient God Clan, as
well as Zhao Chen, Chen Kai and a few of them who had arrived on the news.

"Holy shit, the captain is the captain, this is too fierce, what a terrifying power."
Chen Kai was stunned to see the scene before him, transforming into a salted fish that shouted

666 wildly.
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Slap!



Just as Chen Kai finished speaking, Zhao Chen slapped him on the head, "Can't
you see that's Captain Lin's sword?"

Chen Kai was embarrassed, but he was still shouting 666 when he had already

fought with his own sword.

Suddenly, the divine power of the Xuan Yuan Sword burst forth, and a terrifying

Qi swept around, directly throwing Chen Kai and Zhao Chen and the others tens of miles away!

The Xuan Yuan Sword's sword power exploded into its strongest strike, a strike
that made even Lin Hao's eyelids jump wildly, smelling the smell of death.

Swoosh!

A white stream of light sped away from the jungle, "I'm coming to save you, big
brother, meow!"

The one who sped away was none other than Rui Lin, who had the bloodline of a

white tiger. He had been secretly kicked into the secret realm of trials by Laozi, but wasn't it just
to find Lin Hao and make good relations.



As for the final place on Ascension Island, he knew himself, not to mention that
once the deity suppression disappeared, they were carrying the white tiger bloodline and could

activate some of their divinity, which was perfectly sufficient.

Hearing the commotion, he flew in and happened to see Xuanyuan's sword about
to cut down Lin Hao with a single blow. Without another word, Rui Lin roared and sped off in the

form of a white tiger, his white tiger bloodline all ablaze.

As the Xuan Yuan sword fell, the terrifyingly powerful sword had already become
a force that even Lin Hao wielding the giant sword of a deity might not be able to stop, and just

then, a huge white tiger shadow rushed over and helped him to take the sword hard.

A white tiger figure rushed over and caught the sword for him. Poof!

The white tiger's shadow was split in two, and Rui Lin was thrown away, revealing
a hideous wound on his body.

Rui Lin's face was incomparably ugly, it was rash!

This sword, how could it be so fierce, what kind of divine weapon was it?

Lin Hao was a little surprised, did this Rui Lin have a bag in his head? He looked

like he was going to fight with himself in the ring, but now he was coming to his aid?



What's the point of weighing yourself? You can't even carry this sword with that

kind of strength.

Lin Hao couldn't care less about this, he was ready to defend himself against the

Xuan Yuan sword's continued attacks.

Lin Hao had a headache now, after he had called out the deity sword, this Regulus
sword's attack had become even more frantic, it was really trying to fight him to the death.

To Lin Hao's surprise, that Regulus sword actually paused its attack, Lin Hao just
saw a sword, but had a feeling that the sword was taking a somewhat interested look at Rui Lin,
who was lying on the ground with serious injuries.

"Isn't this the little white cat that guarded the west gate of the Immortal Palace, it
seems that there were indeed many other fish that escaped back then." A cold, emotionless voice
came out from within Xuanyuan Jian.

"Meow, ah no, roar! You dare to call us white tigers cats, you are insulting to my

divine beast clan!" Rui Lin was so irritated that he roared in anger and leapt up from the ground,
looking like he was going to fight with Xuan Yuan Jian.

"Bullshit Four Divine Beasts, they are just four gifted demonic beasts of the race

that have been captured and raised in the Immortal Palace to serve as gatekeepers, what is there to
be proud of." Xuan Yuan Jian's icy voice came again, that supreme divine might fell, Rui Lin
mewled a miserable cry and spat blood on the ground, unable to lift his eyelids even a little under
the terrifying pressure.



Rui Lin was about to piss himself in fear, dammit, what the hell had this big

brother provoked, it was a little too terrifying, wasn't it?

This was really sloppy now, his own damn desire to perform!

Lin Hao looked at that Xuan Yuan sword with a complicated expression: "Why are

you trying to kill me! You were incarnated as a sword spirit, but didn't you approve of me and
become my sword!"

Lin Hao's brows were locked, what the hell was this Regulus sword up to, now
that Lin Hao was taking care of himself, what should be the situation of that Thunder Split

Mountain Spirit Domain.

"I throw, what an oxymoron." Rui Lin lying on the ground, hearing this heart
shocked to death, this terrifying divine sword, once also tamed by the big man, is exaggerated.

"I have turned myself into the sword spirit, giving up my life with my soul to live

forever with the Xuan Yuan sword to stay until now, in order to behead all the immortals in the

world, you have the divinity, it is only a matter of time before you become an immortal, since
you are an immortal, then you will be the one I will behead." The cold, piercing voice of the Xuan
Yuan Sword's sword spirit rang out.
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This sword spirit was like a machine, without the ability to think, only the grand vision that Huang
Di had promised before he turned into a sword spirit, like a machine to carry out orders, as long
as an immortal appeared, then it would be chopped off!

Originally, Xuanyuan Sword could not find this, but Lin Hao unexpectedly
possessed a deity and activated his divinity, Xuanyuan Sword had a breath connection with Lin

Hao, and the first time it sensed it, Xuanyuan Sword forcibly broke away from the Two Realms

Abyss Formation and crossed the distance of space and time just to kill Lin Hao, its former
master.

"Sick, right? To be killed after becoming an immortal?" Lin Hao couldn't figure
it out, although it was awesome that the Yellow Emperor had decimated ten thousand immortals

with his sword and the Immortal Palace had been split in two, but he couldn't just kill all the
immortals indiscriminately like that, right?

If Huang Di was so powerful, he should have been an immortal, so why did he do
it? He didn't want to live forever, so he had to take on the form of a sword spirit to make sure that

no one could live forever?

"Yes."

Xuanyuan Jian paused for a moment and his voice rang out again, "When you

ascend to immortality, divinity will completely strip humanity away, so to speak, from the

moment you present, everything belonging to humanity, the seven emotions and six desires will

be stripped away, becoming an emotionless machine and puppet."



"Immortals caressing my top and tying the knot to receive eternal life is even more

of a heavenly deception and conspiracy! They deprive people with great qi of their qi and also

enslave them!"

"All things are deprived of their qi, and they have to provide them with the power

of faith, all the living beings under the sky are pigs and sheep kept by those immortals in captivity,
and becoming an immortal is nothing but a puppet of the heavenly dao."

Lin Hao suddenly understood, in the previous image, the Yellow Emperor's sword
cut off not only the immortal palace, but also the immortal destiny, so the haze scattered, the
auspicious clouds lost their colours, these colours returned to the earth, and the living beings on

earth flourished, that is to say, those haze were the living beings' qi luck!

If it were not for that sword of the Yellow Emperor, I am afraid that the present

social situation would not be the same as it is today, and the social form would still be in the

ignorant and barbaric period.

Lu Shan Serves Flick Aiy Er? But Lin Hao would be very upset ah.

"According to you, I've met other immortals, so how come I don't get the feeling
they're not like this?" Lin Hao wasn't joking either, it wasn't that he hadn't met the Aiyao Goddess,
who was still quite human, but it was true that she was full of disdain for the celestial beings,
especially humans, and didn't put them in her eyes, but she wasn't completely inhumane, either.

"And, what's the difference between you and those immortals, in the end, you are
the real emotionless puppet, becoming just a weapon that only kills, it's an immortal you kill,
indiscriminately, not even deeply investigating whether he is really inhuman, have you bothered



to think about it?" Lin Hao became more and more agitated as he spoke, and then he bellowed

angrily, word by word, "Xuan Yuan Jian! You've turned into the immortal you once hated the

most, an emotionless puppet, a killing machine!"

The Xuan Yuan Sword froze, suspended in the void and trembling continuously,
its golden light trembling and emitting a buzzing sound, as if it was also struggling extremely
inwardly.

Lin Hao secretly let out a sigh of relief and wiped a handful of cold sweat from his
forehead, damn right, it was not easy to finally fool the cripple.

He had tried to communicate with the sword spirit before, but the other party
didn't give a damn. Fortunately, this Rui Lin came out of nowhere and made this guy talk instead,
so Lin Hao had the chance to use his mouthpiece.

The injured Rui Lin was stunned: How can you do that? You're the real king of
mouth power, aren't you!

"Dad is awesome!" Lin Ruoshi applauded hugely, but her injuries had not yet fully
recovered, causing Lin Ruoshi's pretty face to turn white with pain, and she gritted her teeth to

keep from making a painful grunt.

"Good boy, come back, let's stop ah, let's understand properly whether humanity
will really be deprived after this possessing divinity, if humanity is really deprived, it's not too
late for you to kill me again, isn't it?" Lin Hao stiffened his head and coaxed Xuanyuan Jian like

a child.



There was no way out, couldn't beat this finished thing ah.

"Yes, but because you possess divinity, I will no longer be held by you, nor do I
deserve to be a sword anymore, I follow her with you, I just drank the blood of this girl doll." The
Xuan Yuan sword trembled gently, then swept towards Lin Ruoshi.

Chapter 2098

Lin Hao was scared, afraid that the Xuan Yuan sword would hurt Lin Ruoshi.

The Xuan Yuan sword burst into a dazzling golden light and immediately entered
Lin Ruoshi's body, while the injury on Lin Ruoshi's hand also recovered in an instant.

"Oooh, daddy help, I have a sword growing in my head, what should I do, what
should I do!" Lin Ruoshi, however, was terrified, how did this Xuanyuan sword run into her brain.

In fact, this Xuan Yuan Sword just ran away into Lin Ruoshi's sea of consciousness
and stayed quietly in Lin Ruoshi's sea of consciousness.

"Well, the little master don't be afraid, I heard that this direct craniotomy will be

done, is the kind of chainsaw cut open the head shell, and then this thing will be taken out to finish,
don't worry it may not be okay." The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what

you're getting into.



However, Lin Ruoshi was scared by Xiong Er and cried even more, the head
opening, too scary ah!

Lin Hao walked over and kicked Xiong Er out, stroking Lin Ruoshi's head with a
doting face, "Don't be afraid little shi, it's just staying inside your sea of consciousness, it won't
hurt you, and it should be connected to your beliefs, you just need to think of taking him out and

he'll come out."

"Really?" Lin Ruoshi cocked her head, her cute face curious, then she moved her

mind and sure enough, the Xuan Yuan divine Sword came out.

Lin Ruoshi was like a little girl who found a new toy and was excited.

Then this scene appeared ......

The more you play, the happier you get.

The actual fact is that you can't get a lot of time to get a lot of time to get a lot of
money. You little doll you can't stop bad."

"Daddy, it's mean to me ......," Lin Ruoshi shrank weakly, this Xuan Yuan Jian
seems not very friendly.



Scared, Xuanyuan Sword trembled and burrowed into Lin Ruoshi's sea of
consciousness, not daring to let out a single fart, and went straight into self-seclusion mode.

The sword spirit even angrily slandered Lin Hao: Damn it, you don't do a single
thing in the yang world, are you doing something human? "Big brother, ferry me, I'm dying

wow."

When things were finally over, Rui Lin, who was lying on the ground and badly

injured, shouted towards Lin Hao, his snow-white fur all stained red with blood.

"Dad, this big cat is so pitiful, please save it." Looking at the big chubby cat, Lin
Ruoshi looked at it with a different kind of fondness, this big cat was too cute, even cuter than
Bear Two.

(Bear Two is actually still very cute, but unfortunately after spending a lot of time
with Lin Ruoshi, she automatically overlooked the cuteness of Bear Two in the image of a panda.)

Lin Hao didn't say anything, he threw his hand and injected a spiritual energy

containing the breath of life into Rui Lin's body, the injuries on Rui Lin's body recovered to the

naked eye and the damage to his soul was also healed.



Suddenly, a pure white stream of light, only the thickness of a small thumb,
appeared from Rui Lin's body and then merged into Lin Hao's brow, this was only visible to Lin
Hao, who did not resist, he knew that this was the faith power of this big fat cat.

"Thank you for saving my life big brother, big brother, please let me follow you,
I'm still very capable of fighting." Rui Lin waved his chubby paws, and those big eyes looked at
Lin Hao in a very cute way.

Lin Hao was surprised: "In the ring, weren't you the one who wanted to fight to the
death? This back and forth shift of yours is a bit too fast."

Although Lin Hao was wondering not much phase? Chasiyi closedyi love Lu Shan?
letter, but the power of faith just now would not be faked.

The fact that Rui Lin did not hide it in the slightest was all the idea of Rui Lin's his
old man, the Lord of Divine Cat City, King Rui De Cat, whose clan had long noticed Lin Hao, the
humans, as they had a great relationship with the Goddess A Yao.

Super Son-in-law Chapter 2099-2100
Chapter 2099

The reason why they had to fight so hard to defeat Lin Hao in the ring was to show how powerful
their cat clan was, and even more so, to show their divine beast bloodline and let Lin Hao know

how powerful he was.

Then they would get on good terms with Lin Hao and give him face. Of course
there was a plan to make friends with Lin Hao, and that was to get Lin Hao to intercede and lift the
deity suppression of Divine Cat City.



Originally named White Tiger City, the strongest members of the White Cat Clan

thought highly of themselves and were not afraid to offend the Fifth Divine Son of the Heavenly
God Temple and were directly suppressed by the deities.

Their bloodline was so thinly oppressed that they could not raise their heads at all,
and the bloodline of the newborns in the clan was almost completely absent. If they did not come
into contact with the deity suppression, they would really become white cats and would have

nothing to do with the white tigers.

But after what had just happened, Ruilin truly admired Lin Hao, and was willing

to follow him. Lin Hao's realm was not high, but his combat power was strong, and he possessed
a deity at such a low realm.

Even that terrifying divine sword could be lame, as long as he followed Lin Hao

with all his heart and soul, would he still be afraid of that laborious deity suppression?

Lin Hao didn't think there were these twists and turns, and nodded, "Alright, then
you can stay, everything depends on your performance, if you perform well, I'll help with the
matter of Divine Cat City."

"Thank you big brother, thank you big brother for the promotion!" Ruilin excitedly
knelt down and worshipped.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, had the corners of his mouth twitch, who is lifting
your shoes? Why is your face so big!



"By the way, I'm curious about one thing, how come a bunch of you big white

cats still possess the white tiger bloodline?" Lin Hao was still curious about this, after all, he had
only heard that dragons were born with nine different sons, and that was because dragons were by
nature yin, he could have a go at anything.

This white tiger divine beast, it wouldn't also have this hobby of interracial love,
would it?

Ruilin froze for a moment and blurted out, "White tiger is originally a white cat

ah ......"

Ha?

Lin Hao had a feeling of doubting his life, you, say that again?

A white tiger is a white cat?

The difference between this big fat cat and a white tiger is huge, right? Lin Hao

has seen the other party's bloodline power burst out of the shadow, that is the real white tiger,
right?

"Ahem, actually our white tiger ancestor was a divine beast, but not a tiger, but
really a white cat, but because the old ancestor felt that the white cat wasn't heroic and



extraordinary enough, so he used his bloodline to coalesce the word king on his head, and his

body shape was also more porous and powerful and majestic, so when we activated our divine

beast bloodline, it was, it was this look you see." After saying that, Ruilin also revealed a small

secret about the White Tiger clan.

Their ancestor was picked up by an immortal? Love Serving Wu Serving Xi Yi

Serving Zero? s white cat and raised it as a pet, later after getting along for a long time, that
immortal brought the white cat back to his immortal court and gave the white cat to drink the
immortal's blood, thus activating the divine blood function, which became a white tiger divine
beast.

Lin Hao was frozen in place, his whole head buzzing, feeling that this was how the

White Tiger, one of the Four Great Divine Beasts, came to be.

Grrr!

Lin Ruo Shi's stomach sounded a movement, the aggrieved Ba La look touching

the small stomach, Lin Hao and this white cat chatted for half a day, Lin Ruo Shi all listened to

hungry, look at that hair snow white, round, chubby big fat cat, Lin Ruo Shi two eyes shine.

The white cat was so cute, how could she!

But Lin Ruoshi's tears flowed down from the corners of her mouth indisputably.



"That, that, big brother, why do I feel that your daughter is not looking at me in

the right way?" Ruilin was given a hairy look in his heart by Lin Ruoshi's little eyes, why did such
a cute little girl staring at him give him a feeling that his little life was in danger?

"My daughter likes to eat the meat of all kinds of spirit beasts, there are many
ways to eat it, roasting it, stewing it, smothering it, and really, stir-frying it is quite good too,
bared." Said Lin Hao, his own mouth watering, this big white cat was so fat, it should taste great,
right?

"No, big brother, please, leave this to me, I'll say anything except don't eat it." Rui
Lin turned into a white stigma and disappeared in a flash.

Chapter 2100

In a short while, the harsh screams of the spirit beasts came from the forest, while Lin Hao
specially instructed that only spirit beasts whose spirit wisdom was not yet opened!

Lin Hao always felt a strange feeling when he ate a spirit beast whose spirit
wisdom had been opened.

In a short while, the white cat, Rui Lin, was carrying a yak with three horns and
wings on its back, weighing thousands of pounds, and carrying a large crane with colourful

feathers weighing several dozen pounds in its mouth.

But looking at the scene before him, Rui Lin was confused, why did you let him

go out for food when you had food? That's too much!



The tantalizing aroma made Rui Lin's eyes tear up from the corners of his mouth.

"Back? Go and take care of all these, then get a little bit more of the same, eat
some of all, can't eat one kind of meat alone isn't it." Said Lin Hao, pulling out another big
three-kilogram chicken leg, brushing it with sword qi to cut it into meat pieces and put it into the

pot.

The lightning meteor space within the sea of knowledge has an advantage, that is,
the things preserved by this thing can maintain the same appearance the moment they are put in,
and the fresh meat will not be bad at all, it is simply too convenient.

Rui Lin said, "I am a descendant of the White Tiger and have the purest White

Tiger bloodline in God Cat City, how can I be a hard worker!

What a fragrance!

The white tiger, under Lin Ruoshi's command, skilfully opened the yak's belly,
and after slicing the yak meat and putting it on bamboo sticks, he started running over to roast the
meat, brushing it with oil and putting in seasoning, a one-stop service.

Rui Lin wanted to cry, his mouth was just drooling, but the key was not to eat it,
while Lin Hao and the others were already feasting on it, while he was still working diligently as

a hard worker.



"Meow, tool cats don't have human rights, I want to eat too." Ruilin looked up to

the sky and meowed, mourning for what had happened to him, it was too torturous to be able to
watch but not eat, the key was that he had never eaten meat that smelled so good.

They were descendants of divine beasts, but after all, they belonged to the spirit

beast race, and still lived a life of drinking blood and hair. The ancient gods would only think of
eating spirit beasts, and the spirit beasts could not see the human race, so they had never seen such
good food at all.

After Lin Hao and the others had finished eating, Rui Lin was able to rest for a
while and roast himself some meat, but it was good that Lin Hao had left him quite a lot, so he
had enough to eat.

A mouthful of golden and fragrant spirit beast meat in his mouth, crispy and
toasty on the outside, so tender on the inside that it melted in your mouth, and with the various

seasonings developed by the human race, it was simply delicious to the heavens!

Meow meow meow!

Cried, a mouthful of meat for Rui Lin.

"How pitiful." Lin Ruoshi sighed as she looked at the pitiful Rui Lin.

Lin Hao was also crying and laughing, how miserable was this child, seeing him
give a mouthful of roast meat and crying with excitement.



The big fat cat was slowly and carefully holding the roast in his paws, slowly
tasting it bit by bit, just like the way he used to take out the dry noodle seasoning packet when he
was a child and lick it out of his hand bit by bit.

Lin Hao didn't bother with Rui Lin, but walked towards the corpses of the ancient
gods who had attacked him, the leader of which was said to be the servant boy of some god's
son?

Lin Hao did not feel anything about this, a servant boy was nothing, the old fish

head Lin Hao might not even give face to.

But very? The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to

get a good deal on a lot of things. Soon Lin Hao noticed that something was wrong, the three
corpses were constantly diffusing a subtle black Yin Qi, which came out of these people's bodies
and rose up into the sky to be absorbed by that seven-colored mist.

Lin Hao collected all the spirit kernels they had hunted and did not count them,
but as soon as the kernels were taken out, countless black qi filled out from them, like the
grievances of these spirit beasts, but it was absorbed by the seven-coloured mists as soon as it

came out.

The seven-coloured mist however did not change, Lin Hao was a little surprised,
this seven-coloured mist still had the function of absorbing Yin Qi? No wonder this Yun Meng Ze

had become the first buffer to stop the invasion of the Underworld Ancient Clan.



"Isn't this Yin Qi? The mist of this Yun Meng Ze is not right, ah, the mist of Yun
Meng Ze is able to detest Yin Qi and instinctively resist blocking Yin Qi encroachment, but it still
needs to consume the mist, so the River Styx Ancient Race keeps encroaching on Yun Meng Ze,
but it is absolutely impossible to absorb Yin Qi." Ruilin happened to look up and saw this scene,
and spoke in some wonder.
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